
All AccuDock work floats have a non-skid UV resistant surface and are                     

manufactured using expanded EPS foam encased in HDPE flat sheets providing a 

safe, comfortable and stable work surface. AccuDock work floats are perfect                

for a variety of residential and commercial uses such as repairing, cleaning or           

painting a boat. 

What is an AccuDock Work Float made out of?  

Each float consists of a high density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic, which              

completely encapsulates a block of EPS foam.  
 

What is the surface texture?  

The surface is the same plastic as the sides and bottoms. It is a non-skid levant             
texture finish which is a slightly raised texture providing excellent traction. The          
surface is not slippery when wet and because of the white color, it is cool to the 
touch even during hot summer months.  
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AccuDock reserves the right to change prices at any time without notice. Prices listed on any other affiliate websites may not be accepted. AccuDock sells floating dock 

products and accessories through a number of different online channels and AccuDock cannot always control when they are updated. AccuDock reserves the right not 

to accept a price listed on an affiliate site. 

FRAMED FLOATS ARE USED TO MAKE LARGER WORK FLOATS  

CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM SIZE REQUESTS AND PRICING.   

 Product Details  4' x 8' x 8" 5' x 8' x 8" 

Work Float Cost includes                                       

two cleats and stainless steel hardware              

(Shipping not included )  

$625 $675 

Fender Cost $25 Each  $25 Each 

Weight  67 Pounds 85 Pounds 

Buoyancy  1,075 Pounds 1,400 Pounds 

Recommended load up to 550 Pounds  up to 700 Pounds 

Can two people fit on the work float? Not Recommended  Yes 

Can you stand on the corners? Not Recommended  Yes 

Will the work float fit in my truck? Most Some 


